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Chapter: 973

Are you sure you want to be an enemy of Lin Fan?

When the high-level words fell, there was a slight silence in the entire

Yang Family Hall.

Every Yang family turned their heads and looked at this high-level man

in consternation.

When they reacted.

Wow!

There was an uproar instantly.

“Hahaha…Yang Hua, are your heads showing up? Our young master is

an enemy of that shit Lin Fan? Is he worthy?”

“An enemy of Lin Fan? That guy is just a trash door-to-door son-in-

law, what kind of thing is he? ! ” ”

ha ha ha …… Yang Hua, you are that guy Ghost Ship yet? that guy is

simply a waste, not worth mentioning! ” ”

…… ”

many executives who Yang, funny one.

They looked at this high-level named’Yang Hua’, as if they were

looking at a fool.

Not only them!

Even Yang Mingyu, with a sneer of disdain, said to Yang Hua:

“Uncle Yang Hua, you must have been cheated by that kid!”

“Lin Fan? I have found someone to investigate this person! Yes, it is. In

Jiangshi, Bai Chen suffered a big loss, and even wiped out the three

groups of white soldiers, but you don’t know it, all this is a coincidence!

”

What!”

coincidence?

The high-level man named Yang Hua was taken aback for a moment,

obviously he didn’t understand what it meant.

See this scene.

Yang Mingyu continued to explain:

“According to my investigation, on the way to Jiangshi, the White

Group 3 had a conflict with the two masters and disciples of the Blood

Buddha, which eventually led to the death of a white angel!”

“Therefore, the master and apprentice of the Blood Buddha must have

a grudge in their hearts, and only then went to Jiang City personally to

kill all the remaining white angels!” That’s how it is!

After listening to Yang Mingyu’s explanation, the high-level man

named Yang Hua suddenly realized.

However, shortly afterwards, his brow furrowed and he asked

suspiciously:

“Master, I always feel that Lin Fan is a little wrong!”

“After all, why does the Shengshi Group support him? We are the

Tianjia and Qiujia chaebols in Jiangnan City. No one is weaker than us,

why are they all on his side! This person, for some reason, always

makes me feel like a fright!”

Frightened?

Yang Hua heard these words, Yang Ming-yu mouth sneer, the more

intense:

“! Yang Hua Shushu, I tell you you’re wrong, whether it is peace and

prosperity, or Tian and other forces, there is no point intersection and

Lin Fan!”

“They The person who really cares is Bai Yi!”

“And I made it clear that the chaebols such as Tian and Qiu, who gave

the order, were Bai Yi! New Bai Shi was established, Shengshi

President Leng Kang and others, bowed The person who salutes is still

Bai Yi!” That’s it!

Yang Mingyu’s heart was hot, and the lust in his eyes became more

intense: “So, I want Bai Yi to be my woman, not only because of her

beauty! It is because of her background!”

“As long as I will She conquered, then it means that we can establish

alliance partnerships with Shengshi Group, Tian’s and other chaebols!”

Wow!

Hearing Yang Mingyu’s explanation, the surrounding Yang family felt

shocked.

They understood why Yang Mingyu was so obsessed with Bai Yi.

original!

He is not only obsessed with Bai Yi’s beauty, but also obsessed with Bai

Yi’s background.

Thought of this.

Many high-level members of the Yang family around ecstatically said:

“Hahaha… the young master is awesome, and he really looks forward!”

“Yes! If the young master can really turn Bai Yi into his own, then our

Yang family will have the same. With the background of the Shengshi

Group and the eight chaebols!”

“Yes, if we are climbing to the forest seat by then, the future of our

Yang family will be bright!”

“…”
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